Wounded healers

Doctors do on average live a bit longer than the general population, primarily because they are richer and don’t smoke. But they experience twice the rates of burnout, stress-induced emotional and mental illness, and addiction to drugs and alcohol. The noble attributes of resilience and self-reliance serve doctors well until, it seems, they fall ill. Then, hindered by a need to portray a healthy image to all around, the barriers go up and they try toughing it out. Doctors, especially GPs, tend to avoid or delay asking for medical help. They take less sick leave, but when they do go sick it is for longer. They may start to self-diagnose and then to self-treat. For hospital doctors there are the added pitfalls of corridor consultations and ready access to specialist opinions and investigations.

Many of the barriers to accessing health care which doctors experience are no different from those met by any patient: embarrassment, fear, hassles of time and cost, loss of control, and oscillating between the panic of imminent disaster and the guilt of a trivial worry. There are some special barriers that doctors face: their prior knowledge of the health system and personnel; possible concerns about the quality of care; difficulty finding the right GP; and confidentiality, especially in hospitals.

These observations are not UK or NHS specific. They have been similarly reported in the US, Canada, Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Norway, Ireland, Israel, and Finland. But doctors in the UK have one special advantage: over 90% are personally registered with a GP, compared, for example, with 21% in Switzerland.

Spiro and Mandell wrote tenderly about the stories they gathered from the sick doctors — ‘wounded healers’ — they talked with. Doctors became exquisitely sensitive to the reality of their own symptoms. For them, emotion flooded back into medicine as they learned the comfort that comes from attention and devotion. ‘Immigrants’ to the nation of patients, they were grateful for minor details, and the kindness of strangers turned friends and caretakers. Doctors became acutely aware of the side effects of drugs, noisy wards at night, gowns that don’t do up at the back. Sweeney et al and Stowell, working GPs, have separately written about their personal experiences of being diagnosed and treated for cancer in their fifties. A hackneyed turn of phrase unexpectedly hit a raw nerve; and an interest to see the wound made all the difference.

Fox et al posed a similar question ‘What happens when doctors are patients?’, reported in this month’s BJGP. They interviewed 17 UK GPs who had experienced significant illness, and confirmed that the ethos of invulnerability to illness persists among GPs. Some of the GPs also felt their role as a doctors’ doctor could be awkward and ambiguous.

The General Medical Council (GMC) has a section on health in Good Medical Practice. The GMC states that as a doctor you should register with an independent GP outside your family; get immunised against common serious infections; and if you are ill see a doctor, follow their advice, and do not treat yourself or rely on your own assessment. The British Medical Association’s (BMA’s) guidance on the ethical responsibilities in treating doctors who are patients covers: treating family or friends, addressing doctors’ health problems, self-diagnosis and treatment, responsibilities of colleagues, confidentiality, charging colleagues, mental illness, dealing with addiction, and guidance for doctors suffering from infectious diseases.

There are services available to sick doctors beyond those offered by the GMC. The BMA Counselling Service is staffed 24 hours by counsellors; and there is an enhanced service, Doctors for Doctors, where a volunteer doctor is available to give advice. Both are for doctors in distress or difficulty. The Sick Doctors Trust is a national charity for advice and support for doctors suffering from addiction to drugs or alcohol. It too runs a support line round the clock. For GPs, local medical committees and faculties of the Royal College of General Practitioners run peer support schemes. Primary care trusts operate procedures for doctors in difficulty, which combine managing poor performance with support for sick doctors.

But none of this really gets to the root of the beliefs, attitudes, and behaviour patterns — the culture — of doctors ‘who made an unconscious pact with the Creator: we will take care of the sick and You will guarantee us good health’. The evidence suggests that this culture puts doctors exposed to high levels of distress and suffering of patients, and abuse from patients, at extra risk of mental illness and addiction.

The first task for any UK doctor is to put the current GMC and BMA advice into practice. Have you ever discussed this guidance with colleagues? Would a review of the arrangements you make for sickness cover and locum insurance be helpful? When would you ask a medical colleague in your practice to undergo an occupational health assessment before returning to work after sickness?

Then it gets more tricky: knowing what to do is not the same as being attuned to doing it when the moment comes. Apart from the usual calls for more research, ideas from the literature centre on occupational health services; educational efforts to change attitudes; and novel changes of style for established doctors.

It is UK Department of Health policy that primary care organisations should provide occupational health services to all GPs and their staff. Although services remain patchy, insecure, and unsatisfactory in their provision and funding, a skilled occupational physician will provide an impartial opinion to both parties about the realities and options of returning to work, when vested interests can cloud a decision. They may arrange out-of-area referrals to overcome local problems of recognition and confidentiality.

Being seriously ill is certainly one very nasty way to learn what patients
experience and need from their doctors. Doctors who have been unfortunate enough to learn in this way can use their experience to share their learning.2,5,8,9,10 The medical humanities, through literature and the arts, can provide a short cut for students to acquire valuable exposure to suffering, relationships, and illness.16,17 Group work and experiential learning can fill the gaps left by intellectual learning.

Spiro and Mandell suggested four style changes, refreshingly non-PC, for treating doctor–patients which are based on insights gained in their research.2

Forget autonomy: most sick doctors were thankful and relieved when another doctor took over their care. Second, spare them the detail: doctor–patients took trust and loyalty as read. Try being a bit paternalistic (‘parentalistic’ is the word the Americans use). Many sick doctors expressed the peace of mind that came when they no longer had the task of making one decision after another, not least because they knew they weren’t thinking straight. Last, sick doctors yearned for compassion, kindness, faith, and hope. Consolation and optimism were as important as the hard factual truths, which weren’t always welcome. And if that’s what doctors want, it could just be that all our patients would take relief, comfort, and hope from such a style of doctoring.
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